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ABSTRACT: While comics have found a distinguished position in medicine through the
work of graphic medicine, they also have a long, vexed history in other areas of the medical
field, namely psychiatry. I explore one way superheroes have previously entered mental
health discourse by lingering over the rhetoric of psychiatrists who have attempted to understand the superhero and the supervillain through analysis and diagnosis. The writings of
psychiatrists invested in comics and superheroes provide insight into the psychiatric discipline, and the superhero genre supplies new ways to think about mental health practice.
After considering a selection of psychiatric readings of the superhero (and villain), I offer
my own interpretation of The Killing Joke. By placing The Killing Joke in the context of discussions of mental health, Alan Moore and Brian Bolland’s text complicates questions of
evil as well as empathy through the depiction of the villainous Joker in pain. The reader’s
identification with and connection to the character facilitates opportunities for both clinicians and laypeople to listen to and to witness the story of a villain, to know what he is, and
to contend with the ambivalent feelings that emerge from such a situation of knowing both
his sad history and his violent actions.
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EVIL AND EMPATHY
This paper originated at the Cleveland Public Library in a comics and graphic novels
book club that I started in 2014 with several librarians. The first books we read included
what we may refer to now as the usual suspects—Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, and Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home. After a short introduction to the world of
comics autobiography, we ventured into the realm of the superhero, exploring All Star
Superman, Batwoman: Elegy, and Batman: The Killing Joke. I included The Killing Joke,
a text about a supervillain, in our introduction to the superhero genre because I subscribe
to Chris Deis’s belief that “it might in fact be the supervillain, and not the superhero who
reveals the most about foundational questions of power, politics and identity.”1 Deis’s observations were sustained in our book club as the Joker revealed to us much about these
foundational questions and even more about the portrayal of traumatic experience and
memory in the lives of these characters, and, indeed, readers. It is the impact of this reading and discussion that provides both incentive and insight for me as I take up an analysis
of this complex text below.
Batman: The Killing Joke by Alan Moore and Brian Bolland delivers readers a loose
origin for one of comics’ greatest villains, the Joker. In this origin story, readers learn the
tragic history of the Joker: his inability to succeed as a comedian leading him to seek out
work with the mob, the subsequent death of his wife and unborn child, and his traumatic
fall into the vat of chemicals that gives him his distinct white skin and green hair. These
events transpire over the course of what the Joker refers to as his “one bad day.” The Killing
Joke documents both the Joker’s history and his current scheme to convince Batman (and
all of Gotham) that anyone can degenerate like him as long as he or she also has “one bad
day.” While the reader is never witness to the entirety of his “one bad day,” we are offered
glimpses into the Joker’s fragmented past. These moments of the Joker’s past provide insight into his actions and allows the reader to construct a history for the Joker—a space to
imagine him as something other than a villain. He becomes a man with a tragic history.2
The awful history of the Joker, once revealed, changed the views of a member of our
book club and his thoughts on the Joker that day in the Cleveland Public Library. While
discussing The Killing Joke, a member of the group said to me, “After I learned the Joker’s
story, I began to feel bad for him.” He continued, “I never really cared about him in the
movies or any other time I’ve read stories with the character. I always thought he was cool,
but I didn’t feel bad for him.” I remember saying to the group member, “Perhaps what you
are feeling is empathy? Maybe now that you know why the Joker is who he is, you feel for
him?” During the discussion and after our book club, I began to wonder, is it possible to
feel empathy for a villain such as the Joker? And does that mean that we somehow forgive
him for what he has done?
The Joker’s horrifying gestures ended up killing most of my clinical and literary paradigms as our book club descended into the murky waters of his memory. That day in the
Cleveland Public Library we were catapulted into investigating what superhero comics
teach readers about empathy, traumatic history, and mental health. I became curious:
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how have mental health practitioners contended with the superhero and supervillain?
Thus, in this essay I explore one way superheroes have previously entered mental health
discourse by lingering over the rhetoric of psychiatrists who have attempted to understand
the superhero and the supervillain through analysis and diagnosis.3 The writings of psychiatrists invested in comics and superheroes provide insight into the psychiatric discipline,
and the superhero genre supplies new ways to think about mental health practice. After
considering a selection of psychiatric readings of the superhero (and villain), I offer my
own interpretation of The Killing Joke. By placing The Killing Joke in the context of discussions of mental health, Moore and Bolland’s text complicates questions of evil as well as
empathy through the depiction of the villainous Joker in pain. The reader’s identification
with and connection to the character facilitates opportunities for both clinicians and laypeople to listen to and to witness the story of a villain, to know what he is, and to contend
with the ambivalent feelings that emerge from such a situation of knowing both his sad
history and his violent actions.

TRUTH, JUSTICE, AND THE AMERICAN MENTAL
HEALTH ESTABLISHMENT
The development of narrative medicine and graphic medicine inspired scholars to consider the value of comics as useful tools in teaching about health and medicine.4 Though
these scholarly and clinical interpretations have opened the discussion, comics have had
a complicated presence in other areas of the medical field, namely psychiatry.5 Fredric
Wertham’s Seduction of the Innocent: The Influence of Comic Books on Today’s Youth is an
infamous example of a psychiatrist’s interest in comics.6 Though a negative portrayal of
the medium, Wertham’s book offers a close reading of comics and some superhero stories
by a psychiatrist and granted a seriousness to the form that it had not previously been
allowed. Or as Jared Gardner writes: “In making his case, Wertham. . . . stared harder at
comics than any other critic of his generation and in the process laid the groundwork for
theorizing the unique nature of the form.”7 While Wertham may have hated comics, he
still subjected them to what at the time was an unprecedented level of scrutiny.
The recent proliferation of superheroes across media has inspired a new generation
of psychiatrists beyond Wertham to spill their ink over the bodies of these popular figures.8
Where Wertham was afraid of what comics were teaching children, this new generation of
psychiatrists offer superhero comics as tools to teach about psychiatry. The greater irony,
though, is that while Wertham might now be acknowledged for the relatively close attention he paid to comics, these more recent analyses by psychiatrists rely upon diagnoses
instead of close readings of the text, and so inflict a different kind of damage on the works
they purpose to analyze. This substitution of diagnostic structures for attentive reading
inevitably closes down the empathetic feelings fostered by character-identification in an
effort to name symptoms. And while diagnosis and empathetic listening are not incompatible, there is little recognition of what can be learned from reading comics in these
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articles. Instead, we find a curious preoccupation with the “correct” diagnoses of fictional
characters (in some cases offered in conjunction with a critique of the negative depiction of psychiatry in comics), and little critical analysis of what comics might offer the
discipline of psychiatry in return. Contrary to the methods of many psychiatrists reading
comics, I believe that there is no need to use a tool belt of diagnostic criteria to extract
some type of knowledge from the superhero; rather, comics can teach both laypeople and
clinicians, as became clear in our discussions in the library.
In a representative example of the diagnostic approach, S. Taylor Williams, in her essay “Holy PTSD Batman!,” picks and chooses various examples from the Batman mythos
in comics, film, and cartoons to suggest that Batman (or Bruce Wayne) has Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Williams’s justification for diagnosing Batman in this way
is to “teach medical students and psychiatry residents how to recognize the symptoms
of PTSD. Batman is a character with whom students are likely to be already familiar, so
discussing PTSD in this context allows the students to practice viewing the world through
a psychiatrist’s eyes.”9 While I agree that most students would be familiar with Batman,
the notion that a figure of pulp fantasy—however superbly executed his adventures may
be and whatever else we might learn from discussing him—could be used in the training
of real-world medical health practitioners in anything beyond such skills as listening or
thinking critically sounds absurd. As practitioners and lay readers, we might learn to listen
to stories by reading comics, as there is a value in reading stories that ask us to return for
multiple “sessions” for extended periods as many comics do, but I do not suggest that we
use these as diagnostic aids. The failure is in not understanding these stories and the value of reading them. For example, by not using one particular text, but rather the idea of
Batman, the author suggests that readers don’t really learn from comics or the character,
but he might be used as a subject to further the practice of diagnosis. Finally, imagining
that the Batman that is seen in all of these different media forms is the same Batman
also suggests a lack of knowledge of the character.10 A knowledgeable reader of the superhero genre knows that these are different incarnations, even alternate version of the
same character, and they do not share a history across media forms. Thus, one cannot dig
through Batman’s history across media in order to make an argument for Batman having
PTSD. The multiplicity of histories for a character that all fans of comics contend with
is lost as the character is flattened. In this method, there is an active disengagement from
the experience of his stories as stories, but rather as a series of symptoms. If Williams does
indeed have her students read one particular origin story of Batman she does not offer this
information in her article. Instead, in an almost textbook process of othering the subject
of diagnostic scrutiny, Williams uses diagnosis to distance herself from any prospect of
identification with this tortured character.11
As readers in the library, we learned that the diagnosis of these characters would not
have added much to our discussion; rather, it was our engagement with the story that
fostered empathy for and a curiosity regarding the Joker. The empathetic dramatization of
mental illness is not simply about displaying nameable symptoms, but about a powerful
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and genuine portrayal of psychic trauma and memory. But the focus on diagnosis continues in most psychiatrists’ accounts when they take these discussions of superheroes and
mental health out of the academic realm and into public forum. For example, with the
publication of DC Comics’ “The New 52,” several years ago, three forensic psychiatrists
H. Eric Bender, Praveen R. Kambam, and Vaslis K. Pozios published an editorial entitled
“Putting the Caped Crusader on the Couch” in the New York Times and a follow-up
response on the popular website Newsarama. In their editorial in the New York Times,
they respond to DC Comics’ statement that the “New 52” will “[feature] characters and
storylines that better reflect today’s diverse sensibilities.” As the three psychiatrists note,
though, “it remains to be seen whether that diversity will include more accurate portrayals of mental illnesses.”12 As a mental health practitioner, one who values education in
public spaces such as the local library, I am invested in mental health education, and I
agree these psychiatrists offer a valid critique of the portrayal of mental illness in comics;
however, their method of “correcting” these depictions of mental illness is regrettable.
The psychiatrists in this editorial claim that the Joker is “psychopathic, rather than
psychotic,” and that “in comics, these and other psychiatric terms are casually interchanged; in psychiatry, they are drastically different.”13 Bender, Kambam, and Pozios
seem to believe that if only comics creators could get these terms straight they would
somehow convey a better understanding of mental health and illness to the readers. At
the same time, the readings they offer circumscribe the traumatic origins of superheroes
and villains. These discussions presuppose that it is through diagnosis that readers will
somehow better understand these characters—that is, not by reading, watching, or experiencing these works.
Certainly, when these psychiatrists debate whether or not the Joker is psychopathic or
psychotic, it tells us very little about the character, and does not advance a lay understanding of mental health (the purported goal of the editorial). Instead, the act of categorizing
becomes the primary concern; it illuminates what these doctors do not understand about
superhero comics. In fact, the psychiatrists have missed the point, because stressing categorization is neither relieving nor informative. At best these readings enact the psychiatrists’s defensive armor against a fellow feeling with the fragmented character.
As a response to these misreadings I will turn now to Batman: The Killing Joke. My
discussion returns to the thoughts of that individual in the book club who began to feel
for the Joker. Grappling with the Joker might help us begin to re-evaluate our current
approach to mental health practice and demonstrate what comics knows and what both
laypeople and clinicians could learn.14

THE PRICE OF REPRESSION
The attempt to portray the characters with psychological depth became increasingly pronounced during what some have called the “revisionist era” of superhero comics.15 Alan
Moore and Brian Bolland’s Batman: The Killing Joke is one text that emerged during this
period, and it achieves a momentary breakthrough in terms of the portrayal of mental ill-
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ness and the experience of trauma in superhero comics. While The Killing Joke appears as
another classic Batman and Joker story, this text is unique and insightful for both mental
health practitioners and laypeople because of the central role the revelation of the Joker’s
origin story plays in the text. As we discussed in our group at the library, the origin story,
linked directly to the Joker’s newest malevolent scheme, provides insight into how his
personal history is the driving force behind his actions. The Killing Joke thus suggests that
through understanding the Joker’s violent acts in light of his personal history we as readers
might better understand him, his villainy, and the apparent mental illness that the psychiatrists debate.16 The Killing Joke situates the Joker’s personal history and self at the center,
which opens a space for empathetic curiosity for the reader and the medical professional.
Thus, the book offers a challenge to methods that rely upon evidence and behavior rather
than personal memory and experience. Listening to the origin story (rather than identifying behaviors) may lead to new thoughts and even feelings about the Joker: in effect, a
more capacious vision of the human subject in the medical world.
The path to the Joker’s personal history is involved and difficult, and by the end of
the story, it is only the reader who bears witness to the Joker’s narrative as he never admits
to his traumatic past in the comic but instead says to Batman, “If I’m going to have a past,
I prefer it to be multiple choice.”17 While the Joker protests that he would rather play
multiple choice with his past, The Killing Joke renders pieces of the Joker’s origin visible
on the page—making them unavoidable and undeniable for the reader. The coloring for
these scenes is different, which implies they are memories, but they are just as real to the
reader—and likely the Joker—as the rest of the story presented in this volume. For example, the first glimpse of the Joker re-creating his traumatic past is made visible when he
takes control of an abandoned amusement park to host his newest scheme. In a conversation with the Joker, the owner of the amusement park asks, “It doesn’t cost too much?” and
the Joker simply replies, “Money is not a problem. Not these days anyway.” This statement
would be enough to indicate that the Joker had come from a lower socio-economic status
and struggled in the past with money. However, where Moore and Bolland truly succeed
in conveying the importance of understanding the Joker’s history is that at the same moment that the Joker makes this remark, he looks over at a poster at the amusement park
that states “see the fat Lady” (Figure 1). While the Joker is looking at this image, the reader
turns the page and is transported into the Joker’s past (Figure 2). We then bear witness to
a fragmented memory—a piece of his origin story—as we learn how in his “past” life, the
Joker, then merely a man, had not been able to pay for the apartment he was renting and
could not afford to care for his family. Instead of paying for a place to live or operate from
today, he simply takes over the amusement park.
As we began to learn about the Joker in our book club, the revelation of his memories,
so closely linked to his villainous actions helped us to see the Joker not as something to be
diagnosed—as, for example, psychopathic—but instead as a person whose actions have
a depth that we miss when a diagnosis is the driving force of our interpretation. Rather
than working through his traumatic experience, the Joker acts it out over and over in
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much the same way Freud suggests a patient might do in his essay, “Remembering,
Repeating, and Working Through.” Freud
posits, “the patient does not say that he remembers he used to be defiant and critical
toward his parents’ authority; instead, he
behaves in this way to the doctor.”18 Freud
offers several examples that follow this pattern. Someone such as the Joker does not
say that he experienced an overwhelming
experience but instead will unconsciously
repeat it. The Joker consciously represses
his traumatic past and acts it out time and
again through his villainous schemes—his
actions in effect reconstruct his memory in
the present—with the goal being to gain
the attention of Batman. However, it is not
enough to define the Joker’s actions as having an unconscious motivation, because
then we fall into the same trap as the psychiatrists, looking for symptoms to identify
without producing a deeper understanding. Instead, to establish a relationship
with the other subject, we must be able to
not only identify the mechanisms at hand
but also to explore the origins—a central
component of The Killing Joke. Thus, the
actions of the Joker cannot be understood
apart from his history, as they are always in
F I GU RE 1.
the present and yet also in the past, echoFrom Batman: The Killing Joke, p. 6. Alan
ing the palimpsestic nature of all of our
Moore and Brian Bolland. © DC Comics.
histories.
A deeper understanding of the Joker’s
history begins to reveal his motivation to seek out Batman over and over again. As seen in
this volume, the great defining moment for the Joker is his fall into the vat of chemicals,
which is linked to Batman (Figure 3). The man who will become the Joker has led the
mobsters through a chemical factory, and soon after entering Batman arrives to stop the
crime. The man who will soon become the Joker steps backward onto the edge of the steel
beam as Batman approaches him. The soon-to-be-Joker remarks to some higher power—
almost as if Batman were not right in front of him—“Oh, dear God what have you sent to
punish me?”19 In this moment the Joker projects the guilt he feels for becoming involved
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FIGURE 2.

From Batman: The Killing Joke, p. 7. Alan Moore and Brian Bolland. © DC Comics.

with the mob onto Batman. Thus, Batman becomes a locus for the projection of the
Joker’s guilt: one who becomes inextricably linked to his trauma and further defines their
relationship. This same scene is considered in Peter Coogan’s book, Superhero: The Secret Origin of a Genre. He proposes that “approval by the hero will heal the supervillain’s
wound.”20 While there is some validity to Coogan’s view, the trauma that has occurred to
the Joker cannot simply be mended by approval. Villains may seek out the attention of the
hero, but it is not approval that they are searching for in these moments.
Roberta E. Pearson and William Uricchio’s understanding of Batman and his villains
best articulates the relationship between Batman and the Joker. They posit that the villains
“steal not because they want the jewels (the money, gold, etc.) but because the challenge
of grappling with the Batman reaffirms their identity.”21 They illuminate the psychological
underpinnings of this return to Batman, and argue that it is not approval the villains seek.
Rather they seek out Batman as part of a compulsion to repeat a traumatic history as represented by Batman—the figure who for the Joker embodies his guilt and who is also his
punisher. When the Joker says to Batman, “so you received my invitation?,” he is seeking
recognition, but also expressing a desire for punishment.22 The Joker may be playing coy
with Batman on the surface, but considering his actions in light of the origin story presented, the Joker’s desire here seems to be to recreate and repeat his trauma. Villains including
the Joker pursue Batman because in this heightened sense of awareness, enabled by the
return to the scene of the crime as it were—the traumatic moment—they can finally gain
control of the narrative even if only for a brief moment. In other words, the Joker seeks out
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FIGURE 3.

From Batman: The Killing Joke, p. 31. Alan Moore and Brian Bolland. © DC Comics.

Batman so that he might fall into the vat of acid again and again and again. The Joker can
then punish himself for his actions over and over.

THE SYMBOLIC ORDER OF GOTHAM
We noticed in our discussion in the library that while Batman’s villains, including the Joker, seek out a way to re-enact their personal history, conversely, the same is true: Batman
is driven by his need to confront his villains and inevitably return them to containment
in Arkham Asylum. Thus, the repetition of the Joker’s return to Batman is not dissimilar
from Batman’s need to know where the Joker is at all times—or Gotham’s city’s need to
return the Joker to Arkham Asylum in order to control him as is depicted in the opening
scene of the text. The Killing Joke opens with Batman entering Arkham Asylum, the place
for the “criminally insane,” where the Joker is held after being captured following his last
villainous scheme (Figure 4). We follow Batman as he travels through Arkham Asylum—
past Commissioner Jim Gordon who is seen standing outside the doors of the asylum,
past Harvey Dent (Two-Face) in his cell, until he finally reaches the cell of the Joker. In
his analysis of this opening scene, Coogan argues, “Gordon, Two-Face and the Joker represent a continuum of response to law and crime.”23 Gordon has one face: he represents
law and society; Two-Face has a vertically split face; he cannot slip out of his identity,
but is rather literally split by his experiences. Batman, while also having the “split face”
due to his mask, can slip out of his identity. Two-Face and Batman represent individuals
split by their history but they are still partly inhabitants of a world of law and order. The
Joker, however, has one face—a joker face—and has no control over or consideration for
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his actions.24 As readers we witness Batman travel from the world of law represented by
Gordon to a realm where reason is turned upside down: the Joker’s cell. As Batman passes
Two-Face, the reader is flipped (much like Two-Face’s iconic coin) and we enter into the
space of the Joker: a world not governed by law.25
Coogan captures the symbolic nature of this narrative—the Joker represents a world
not governed by law—because when Batman enters the asylum, he does not reach the
Joker as logic would have intimated. Instead, upon arrival at the cell door, Batman quickly
learns that the Joker has escaped once again and that there is an imposter in his place. In a
realm governed by law and order one would assume that the Joker would be there for Batman to find so that he can converse with him as he wishes; however, Batman has entered
the world of the Joker—a realm that he does not understand. Still, Batman imagines that
he can use the tools of law to reach the Joker and this is important to notice because Batman enters the asylum to see the Joker even before he has learned of his escape. Batman
already knows that the Joker’s escape is inevitable, as he states, before realizing that this
Joker is an imposter, “I’ve been thinking lately about you and me. About what’s going to
happen to us in the end. We’re going to kill each other aren’t we?”26 Batman understands
that in the end something will happen, that one of them will die, because inevitably the
Joker will escape again and again. He knows this is the way their lives are constructed, and
the fact that Batman recognizes the Joker will escape again only proves that the symbolic
order—represented by Arkham Asylum for the Criminally Insane—cannot hold the Joker.
Indeed, like the repressed, the Joker will inevitably return. This sense of the inevitability
is reiterated in a subsequent scene in the story, when Commissioner Gordon says to his
daughter, “Whenever we jail him I think ‘please God keep him there’ then he escapes and
we all sit around hoping he won’t do anything too awful this time.”27 Among the citizens
of Gotham, it is a truth universally acknowledged that the villains that have been captured
will once again escape to haunt the city. The Joker exists in a type of limbo haunting
the comics’ page from the proverbial gutter, as all of Gotham waits for him to return. By
proposing that the Joker will inevitably escape from the asylum, Moore and Bolland do
not make the simple claim that the Joker is somehow beyond the world of law, or that he
is a psychopathic patient to be diagnosed and provided with pharmaceuticals—subdued,
sedated and silenced. Rather, The Killing Joke suggests that the current route to the Joker
is broken, the symbolic order has fallen apart, but the pathway can be fixed. The solution
might indeed be the one offered by our book club member that day—to listen to the
Joker’s story. The golden road as it were—the one that might connect the practitioner to
the patient or the Joker to Batman is the origin story, which is central to The Killing Joke.
The origin story serves as revelation in the superhero comic, but it is also a path into the
psyche of the character.
As readers in the library, we learned from the comic to listen differently, to look beyond the actions of the Joker, and turn to the history that Moore and Bolland offer as our
path. This is why, when the Joker is first introduced in this story in the amusement park,
as a reader we are also immediately transported back to the past. The scenes that focus
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FIGURE 4.

From Batman: The Killing Joke, p. 2. Alan Moore and Brian Bolland. © DC Comics.
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on the Joker’s present-day actions are juxtaposed with his past history. Moore and Bolland
articulate the idea of the Joker’s humanity and relatedness—his “everymanness”—by juxtaposing his newest villainous scheme and his breaking out with his origin story. Julian
Darius describes The Killing Joke as two stories that “could be easily separated. Doing so,
however, would make either feel lackluster: it is the focus on a single bad day that unites
the two . . . without this effect, the present-day story would merely be a decidedly dark
Joker story—with interesting twists.”28 It is in this juxtaposition that the depth of the Joker’s pain and history is revealed. The two stories together depict the Joker as a man who
wanted to feed his family—his wife and unborn child—and who in trying to do so was led
down the wrong path. He is not some uncontrollably evil figure, an alien or even a god as
so many supervillains often are, but instead is simply a man who had a series of bad days
that he keeps repeating and punishing himself for over and over. Thus, if we were to listen
to the Joker and his story we might be given access to somehow help the Joker—to enter
his mental space in the same way that Batman entered the asylum. In fact, when entered
correctly we may in fact reach the Joker and assist him.
The Killing Joke is a story driven by denial and disavowal, and the Joker is not the
only one who ignores his history; Batman and Commissioner Gordon do the same. For
as many interactions as they have, and even as they define one another, Batman and the
Joker do not know one another. Batman asks Alfred, the Butler, “How can two people hate
so much without knowing each other?”29 When Batman is seen looking at his database
in the Batcave, he has no statistics or data on the Joker: he has no history for the Joker.
Juxtaposed on this page with the image of the screen is a photo of the Bat Family. Batman
has a history; the Joker has none. There is no archive for the man that was the Joker (Figure 5). Even the police do not know the Joker. On his cell the only label are the numbers
“0801” and underneath is “Name Unknown” (Figure 4). The Killing Joke is often posited
as the “Final Joker story,” and one would imagine that by this point Batman would know
something about the Joker.30 Thus, as a detective, Batman has failed the city of Gotham
because he cannot uncover the Joker’s history. Instead, he must simply capture the Joker
again and again in hopes that he will not escape. Batman, like the psychiatrists, can identify the problem yet has no solution, and significantly doesn’t learn anything from the Joker.
Quite the opposite of what happened to us in the book club that day. We indeed learned
from the Joker, we learned to feel his pain, and we became curious about him. Moore
and Bolland construct a story where both the layperson and the clinician can indeed learn
about pain and empathy from the Joker when we see and hear his story.
This need to return the Joker to the asylum, to repress him once again, drives not only
the Joker’s world but also Batman and Gordon’s. In fact, Commissioner Gordon protests
as Batman goes after the Joker: “We need to show him that our way works, we need to do
it by the books.”31 In other words, Commissioner Gordon needs to demonstrate that the
symbolic order that is established in Gotham is not flawed, that the Joker can be put back
down. But the truth is that it doesn’t work, it never has worked and it never will work. In
fact, the law represented by Commissioner Gordon and in some ways upheld by Batman
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FIGURE 5.

From Batman: The Killing Joke, p. 10. Alan Moore and Brian Bolland. © DC Comics.

is founded on a need to reassert itself—the Joker must escape so he can be captured again.
The Joker will return. Just as Freud notes that a joke is a manifestation of the unconscious,
the Joke(r) is a manifestation of the unconscious of the city of Gotham that will always
slip out only to be pushed back down.32 Thus, the symbolic order is to be broken only to
re-assert itself again and again through Batman and the Joker in a repetition-compulsion
dynamic. The Joker is not somehow separate or different from it, but rather the entire
order is based upon his capture and the need to identify him and recapture him. The
Joker is the repressed core of a symbolic order that has failed—Arkham Asylum, Commissioner Gordon, in some ways even Batman. As with the several examples of contemporary
psychiatric readings with which I began this essay, the driving force is control and a reassertion of the model. Gordon serves to return the Joker to Batman and Joker serves for
Commissioner Gordon to have someone to put away to show that their way works. It is at
best a reassuring ritual.
There should then be no surprise that the Joker appears to be housed at the deepest
darkest part of Arkham Asylum. The location of the Joker in the asylum resembles the very
depth of the vat of acid that Joker falls into that he has to pull himself out of in his memory.
The Joker seeks out Batman merely to be captured, thrown back into the dark pit, only
to escape again. In the final memory offered in the comic, the Joker steps out of the acid
and disrupts the formalistic qualities of the comics page (Figure 6). As the Joker places his
hands on his head, his elbows break the flow of the gutter. Much in the same way that he
breaks out of the asylum, the symbolic order or formal characteristics of the comics page
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FIGURE 6.

From Batman: The Killing Joke, p. 32. Alan Moore and Brian Bolland. © DC Comics.

cannot contain the Joker. If the psychiatric hospital and the comics’ page cannot contain
the Joker, how can diagnosis be any different?
By focusing only on diagnosis to understand these characters, we might simply recreate the dynamic between the hero and villain forever locked in an endless cycle of Othering, degradation and despair.
The failure of the so-called “method” that Gordon proposes is visible in The Killing
Joke’s most infamous scene: the shooting of Barbara Gordon. In The Killing Joke, Barbara
Gordon’s body becomes the corporeal core of the text—one that illuminates the violence
done to the Joker’s mind by ignoring his history. While it is arguable that this physical
destruction was his own doing as he fell into the vat of chemicals, this scene highlights the
powerful impact of abuse on his mental health as he acts out, his violation of Barbara Gordon’s body underscoring the traumatic experience. In his sick state the Joker reenacts the
violence done to him in a kind of pantomime of his own horror. After he shoots her, the
Joker refers to Barbara Gordon’s screams as a “psychological complaint common amongst
ex-librarians.”33 Her screams are to be ignored just as his complaints and his own traumat-
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ic history have been ignored. In this scene, the Joker displays the emotional and mental
violence done to him as he enacts it onto the body of Barbara Gordon.
This painful scene offered an answer to a question we asked in the library that day,
can the Joker be forgiven? The answer is “no.” The Killing Joke does not excuse the Joker’s
actions here or anywhere else in the text. Indeed, this moment only reinforces his villainy.
We thought together about how to understand this scene, and our readings led to the same
understandings of violent misogyny that many have accurately identified as unforgivable
in the comic.34 The most significant part of this destruction of Barbara Gordon’s body is
that the editors at DC Comics allowed it. For our group, this was the moment where our
empathy broke down, we could not feel for the Joker or forgive the Joker, and further we
could not forgive the creators. We understood the Joker’s pain, but could not accept his
actions and the depiction of Barbara Gordon as a receptacle for the Joker’s trauma. Here
is a moment where the empathetic dramatization necessary for a better understanding
of mental health for both laypeople and clinicians failed. With this scene, there is no
place for empathy, no sense of reform, only escalating violence. And further re-terming,
or re-diagnosing as the psychiatrists desired, would not help the depiction here either, it
would only change the way the particular diagnosis would be seen. While we as a group
were given a momentary opportunity to empathize, our empathy ended with this scene,
and we returned to seeing the Joker as a villain.
Batman finally finds the Joker and the story ends where it began. On the final page of
the narrative Batman offers to help the Joker, and in response the Joker offers a joke. Ultimately unable to finish it, the Joker ends up laughing hysterically. Then, in unison both
Batman and the Joker laugh hysterically, Batman lifts up his hands to put them on the
Joker, and the final panel is raindrops hitting the ground. Their conversation devolves into
onomatopoeia and the final page ends where the first began with raindrops—as if to suggest there are no words left. In the first print edition of this book—the inside covers of the
book are images of raindrops as well—the new editions of the book have removed these
bookends; however, these were part of the original publication and further underscore
the closed system that has been created. The final scene of The Killing Joke demonstrates
the failures of a closed system. Batman can never meet the Joker in Arkham Asylum, the
Joker denies his experience, and Commissioner Gordon continues to declare that his way
works. There is no trust between these characters and none of them will reach the other
as they are bound up in their own thoughts and schemas. Instead, things will only change
for innocent people like Barbara Gordon who was harmed in the process.
I believe what Moore and Bolland offered our group in the library was a brief opportunity to feel the pain of a villain, and in the end to learn to be ambivalent about the final status of the Joker. The experience as a whole can teach us quite a bit about what comics can
offer. Moore and Bolland ask us simultaneously to feel for the man that would become
the Joker in the past, but recognize his evil actions today. Just as we begin to feel for him
after learning about his past, the Joker commits the unforgivable act of maiming, torturing
and shooting Barbara Gordon. Then in the end, the creative team never gives the reader
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the option to feel closure. As readers, we are never sure if Batman kills the Joker or if he is
sent back to Arkham once again. This instability then creates an ambivalence, which the
reader must hold in mind after reading. The first option—that of killing the Joker—would
make the reader feel vindicated. The evil of the Joker will forever be silenced. The second
option, that of going by the book as Gordon suggests, would offer some relief imagining
that the Joker could reform. However, it would create an anxiety—something the people
of Gotham feel when they sit around waiting to see what will happen next. Because there
is no resolution, we are left vacillating between feeling empathy for the Joker and also
knowing he is evil. We are finally left in a place to contend with our own feelings about
the status of the Joker, a figure that both evokes and resists empathy as many of our patients
do, in their own particular ways, even if they are not supervillains.

EVIL AND EMPATHY: ONE GOOD DAY IN THE
CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY
That day in the Cleveland Public Library we learned that exploring the fictional lives of
the Joker, Batman, and other heroes and villains can be an opportunity to better understand memory, trauma and empathy. The superhero comic is uniquely invested in the
idea of origins, which can be missed when searching for diagnostic criteria. The purpose
is not to distance ourselves from these characters as the writings by several psychiatrists
seemingly have done through diagnosis. Rather, I believe that when we are thinking about
empathy we are thinking of curiosity, and superhero stories teach us to be inquisitive
about the lives of others when we listen and relinquish control. Perhaps we can learn to listen to origin stories—the very core of the genre—as opposed to relying on categorization.35
The Killing Joke invites readers to explore the Joker’s origins, beyond the tip of the
iceberg, into a world where repression reigns supreme. Thus, if the superhero’s mission is
sustained by the ability to sublimate their trauma, then the villain is driven by their need
to repress their past. Repression, then, arguably is the great villain in this tale because it is
what drives the Joker’s schemes and in fact is the force that leads Gordon to insist that his
way works—returning the Joker to the asylum once again—until he escapes. However, as
is true of the superhero genre, if we can identify a villain, there must also be a hero close
behind. In this case the proverbial hero is the origin story, which we all must learn to listen
to in order to save the day. Moore and Bolland thus provide us a way out of the repetition
because if we were to allow the Joker to express his story instead of him acting it out, there
might in fact be a release for both the Joker and the city of Gotham. This is why Moore
and Bolland juxtapose the villainous scheme with the origin story. If the conscious act
of the Joker’s villainy could be put into conversation with the repressed origin we might
witness a change. This is the alternative route to the Joker that is revealed to the reader but
ignored by the practitioners in the story—Commissioner Gordon and Batman. As with
the opening scene of the text, Batman does enter a world turned upside down when he
enters the Joker’s cell, but he will never reach the Joker that way. He has to listen to the
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Joker and learn who he is. Batman is a detective who has failed and cannot truly find the
culprit of the crime(s).
The origin story reminds us that we must appreciate the history of the individual to
understand his or her current mental state. This “way” is also closely aligned with graphic
medicine, which sees comics, even these fictional narratives, as a medium ideally suited to
understanding narratives of health, trauma, and history. Ultimately, what the psychiatrist
fails to understand about the superhero genre is something that fans have long known:
superheroes are about origins—an idea that anyone trained in mental health would find
easy to understand. Perhaps it explains the many psychiatrists’ fascination with the genre.
Writing about superhero comics, Charles Hatfield, Jeet Heer and Kent Worcester identify
the very core of the genre: “Almost all superheroes have origin stories: a bedrock account
of the transformative events that set the protagonist apart from ordinary humanity.” They
claim that for readers of the genre, “It is to realize the degree to which the superhero genre
is about transformation, about identity, about difference, and about the tension between
psychological rigidity and a flexible and fluid sense of human nature.”36 Superhero stories
are not about the categorical notion of the subject but rather about the power of the individual self and their experiences in the everyday.
My purpose here in sharing our story from the library that one good day is not to
devalue the role of psychiatry or what it might offer comics, but to recognize that comics
has much to teach practitioners and laypeople when we listen to and see the stories told in
comics form not as another opportunity to identify diagnostic criteria, but as a challenge to
our contemporary models of practice. There is more that superhero comics will continue
to offer psychiatry and much that psychiatry can offer comics as the discussion continues;
nonetheless, I believe, the origin story is one of many central components of the genre that
offer us an important way of listening and looking. The superhero comic offers a refuge in
a world governed by medical diagnosis, one where we can envision a different perspective
of the patient. We learned together that it is not that diagnosis does not help us at all, but
that superhero comics offer an alternative route providing new insight. I hope that we can
see not only with the eyes of the psychiatrist, but with eyes enlightened by the superhero
comic, illuminating origin and moral conscience.
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